SUNSET ELEMENTARY PRESENTS

CULTURE & HERITAGE FAIR

JUNE 7TH TUE 6-8:00PM

COMING CELEBRATE OUR SUNSET COMMUNITY!
ALL SUNSET FAMILIES ARE INVITED TO CELEBRATE
THE MANY CULTURES OUR STUDENTS REPRESENT
AT OUR 4TH ANNUAL EVENT!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING, PERFORMING OR HOSTING A BOOTH (TABLE) WHICH CAN BE
DONE IN VARIOUS WAYS (IE. SHARE YOUR CULTURE OR COUNTRY WITH A POSTER DISPLAY, CULTURAL
ITEMS AND/OR SMALL SNACK SIZE FOOD) OF A CULTURE OF YOUR CHOICE, PLEASE EMAIL US. THE
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED ARE: AUSTRALIA, BELIZE, BRAZIL, CHINA, GERMANY, INDIA, ITALY, JAPAN,
KOREA, MEXICO, SAMOA, THE PHILIPPINES, UKRAINE AND VIETNAM AND GAMES AROUND THE WORLD.
PLEASE EMAIL ESTHER (EUNSUN@GMAIL.COM) AND MELISSA (MVALDEZ21@YAHOO.COM)
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